Trump Signs Families First Coronavirus Act

President Trump last week signed the second coronavirus aid bill, the Families First Coronavirus Response Act, after it passed the House and Senate overwhelmingly.

Read more here.

President Invokes War-Time Law to Boost Key Supplies

President Trump invoked the Defense Production Act of 1950 as part of his response to the coronavirus pandemic, aiming to boost private industry production of needed supplies.

Read more here.

Coronavirus Vaccine in the Works on Multiple Fronts

Various manufacturers including Johnson & Johnson, Moderna, Regeneron and Pfizer are busy working on a COVID-19 vaccine.

Read more here.

3D-Printed Parts Could Help Save COVID-19 Patients

3D-printed parts could help as a stopgap in a supply chain disruption. Italy has had success with
Factories Shift to Making Masks and Hand Sanitizer during COVID-19 Crisis

Various factories across the country and world have shifted to making need supplies, including masks and hand sanitizer, during the coronavirus crisis.

Read more here.

U.S. Struggles to Fill Requests for Protective Gear

The pandemic has exposed some of the Strategic National Stockpile’s shortcomings. The cache isn’t designed to be a long-term solution.

Read more here.

North American Auto Plants Closing Due to Coronavirus Concerns

Concerns about the spreading coronavirus have forced most of North America’s auto plants to close, at least temporarily.

Read more here.

Toilet Paper Makers Call Recent Coronavirus Buying Events ‘Uncharted’

The COVID-19 virus has driven panic-buying and no single product has been more impacted than toilet tissue.

Read more here.
Small Businesses Face Devastation as Damage from Virus Grows

Across the country, in industries of every kind and size, the coronavirus outbreak has devastated many small businesses.

Read more [here](#).

Weekly Jobless Claims Jump to 281,000

Jobless claims rose to 281,000 last week, reflecting only the first indications of the impact the coronavirus will have on the U.S. employment picture.

Read more [here](#).

FDA Says Food Supply Chain Remains Strong During COVID-19 Outbreak

Although consumers are experiencing temporary food shortages at local grocery and retail outlets, the U.S. Food supply chain remains strong.

Read more [here](#).

U.S. Energy Supply Chain Safe from Coronavirus for Now

There have been no disruptions so far to the U.S. energy supply chain due to the coronavirus outbreak, as contingency measures help keep supplies flowing.

Read more [here](#).

Virus Revives Demand for Traditional French Soap

Amid the rapid spread of the new coronavirus across Europe, the hallmark Marseille tradition of soap-making is enjoying a renaissance.

Read more [here](#).